character....If there was a need for it before, that has certainly not passed away....Language, law, and the processes by which we have come into being [afford] a unique foundation for drawing together and portraying a concerted task."
Here again Churchill leaves himself open to critics: his work is Atlantic-centric:
Australia and New Zealand get only a few paragraphs of boilerplate. Moreover, it is Anglo-centric. Reading it, the proverbial man from Mars would scarcely realise that the United States and Canada were built by many besides Englishmen; that the Industrial Revolution was not entirely beneficent; that labour unions were necessary to stem the excesses of laissez-faire; that all wars were not glorious (although the American Civil Another criticism of the work is our author's "smug satisfaction" over the "perfection" of the British and American systems, but this is a sweeping overstatement.
Recall if you will his 1954 response to a churlish letter from Eisenhower, suggesting he make a speech about "the rights to self-government," since "Colonialism is on the way out." Churchill's reply displays remarkable frankness for a statesman so often regarded as a devious Machiavellian: "In this I must admit I am a laggard. I am a bit skeptical about universal suffrage for the Hottentots even if refined by proportional representation. The British and American Democracies were slowly and painfully forged and even they are not perfect yet." (Boyle, ed., The Churchill Eisenhower Correspondence 1953 -1955 (University of North Carolina Press 1990 To other modern analysts of Churchill's literary output, the standard complaints about his History miss a fairly broad point. Professor James W. Muller, one of America's leading Churchill scholars, sums it up this way: "This is a magnificent interpretation of British history from a man who had as good a claim to have a practical grasp of statesmanship as any writer who ever described it. One can learn a great deal about how Churchill interpreted his own regime by reading this book-what he thought important, and why. The idea that it is a merely personal view is like the idea that his prime ministry was merely personal: in a sense, quite true, but in a more important sense, beside the point, which is that the views of this person, because of his experience and grasp of politics, are more deserving of our attention than those of any number of conventionally educated Ph.D.s."
-Richard M. Langworth
From the Reviews "How, now that we have these four fat volumes before us, can Churchill's value as an historian be assessed? The modern schools of history, composed of serious and pessimistic scholars, do not appreciate the dramatic or romantic representation of events and prefer to analyze human fortunes in social or economic terms. Churchill is, of course, well aware of the alterations occasioned in human thoughts and wishes by such factors as mass immigration, religious enthusiasms, the rivalry between urban and rural communities and the varying demands for spices, sugar, cotton, tar or timber. He adheres, however, to the old-fashioned view that national destiny is most often marred or furthered by the action upon the contemporary environment of men of willpower and genius. 'The fortunes of mankind,' he writes, 'are largely the result of the impact upon events of superior beings.' To the scientific historian this may seem an oversimplification of the pattern or circumstance. To the ordinary person the flash and dash of Churchill's zest will render these four volumes readable, humane, exhilarating, memorable and exemplary....Few historians, moreover, have been gifted with a style of equal subtlety and vigor, a style at once classical and romantic, precise and imaginative, tolerant yet gently ironical, deeply sensitive to the tragedy of human failure and scornful only of those who are faithless to the virtue within them. These four volumes leave us with enhanced admiration for human character, and an added compassion for human fallibility. They are the legacy of a man of superhuman energy, great intellectual powers and utmost simplicity of soul."
- Edition make this the one to own if you only own one.
Appraisal
All volumes are more than usually susceptible to spotting of the page edges and dulling of gilt spines; jackets hold up much better than the books beneath. Clean sets bearing some spotting and dulled gilt, in clean dust jackets, sell for relatively modest prices, but truly fine sets are at a premium. Be sure the stained top page edges haven't faded and that there is no trace of page edge spotting, and store them in a dry place.
[ 
Editions, Impressions and Quantities
The 
Variants
Later editions may vary slightly in the cloth binding, all however remaining essentially dark red. A set (not first impressions) was issued in a dark red box with a gold label referring to "Churchill's People."
[A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES] Chartwell (First Illustrated) Edition: Cohen A260.2 / ICS A138d
Publisher: Educational Book Co., Ltd.: 1956-58
Four volumes
Navy blue leatherette blocked gilt on top board (volume title and vertical rule); spines decoratively blocked gilt with main and volume titles and author's name gilt on red leather labels. Individually typeset in a slightly larger, more readable face running to slightly more pages than the Trade Edition: respectively 486, 400, 382 and 378 for the four volumes. Blue and white head-and footbands, title page printed two-colour, no frontispiece. Internal signatures of photographs located between the following pages:
Vol. I, [64] [65] Vol. II, [96] [97] Vol. III, [80] [81] Vol. IV, [48] [49] [64] [65] [96] [97] Some first editions were printed on much thinner paper to meet demand;
invariably, these are found with very dark red, I.e. maroon, spine panels instead of the normal bright read. Easily spotted because of their thinner bulk, these are nevertheless true First Editions.
Comments
Squat and unassuming, except for the fancy spinework, the American Edition is one of the least desired Churchill titles, even though it was apparently issued simultaneously with the English Edition. Of course these are much scarcer outside the USA, where they are often offered at inflated prices; but buyers abroad should not pay premiums for them.
Appraisal
Prices have been depressed for years, but are making a comeback as everything else gets even rarer. Dust jackets fade easily, and a set in pristine unfaded jackets is worth paying for. it is the best adaptation of the larger work for children ages 10-15.
[A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES] Easton Press Edition: ICS A138k
Publisher: Easton Press Inc., Norwalk, Conn. 1992
Four volumes
Another of Easton Press's leatherbound "collector's editions," this one The blue, red and gilt binding and offprinted contents make this a modern version of the fine Chartwell Edition. Given the recent rise in price of the latter, this may well soon become a bargain alterative. The Easton Edition is a handsome presentation. Its faults are a fairly low grade of leather with no aroma, and garish peel-'n'-stick bookplates laid into the volumes. The plates might be kept for the record, but definitely not be pasted over those lovely moire endpapers.
[A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES] Taiwan Edition
Publisher: Book World Company, Taipei (n.d.)
Four volumes
Offprinted from the original four volumes on thin paper, these are generally considered to be pirated volumes. 8vo, bound in brown cloth blocked silver on top board and spine; head-and footbands, brown cloth page marker; pagination as per the First Edition. A purple rubber stamped message in Chinese (1x2") is found on the lower lefthand corner of rear free endpaper. Dust jackets printed light purple, red and black on Less often seen than the First Edition, but printed on far superior paper and rather more attractively bound, this is a handsome addition to the Churchill library.
[ The size of a paperback but bound in hard illustrated boards with a photo from the original dust jacket and a superimposed photo of Lincoln on an olive background.
144 pages numbered (1)- (144) plus 16 pages of photographs on coated paper.
Published at 7s. (50¢).

[THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR] Indian Issue: ICS A138be
Publisher: Upendra Arora for Natraj Publishers, Dehra Dun 1978
An offprint of the First Edition bound in similar red cloth blocked gilt on spine (author's name and title reading down), "NATRAJ" reading across at foot). The dust jacket is similar in format to the First Edition but the top board illustration is of Lincoln and his generals. This is a rare item, hardly ever seen. Pay cheerfully if you are lucky enough to find one.
THE ISLAND RACE (Cohen A272) (Woods A138[c])
Originally published as a large format, coffee table book, elaborately illustrated with much colour, this excerpted work saw several forms and was occasionally used as a corporate gift item. "The Island Race has been designed as a majestic volume to present, in impressive array, the hundreds of reproductions in colour and monochrome of those historic paintings which have preserved for all time a contemporary view of the great events and the outstanding figures of this country's history. NO more fitting setting could be devised for the story of his own people told by the greatest Briton of our age." Edition: "All copies of a book printed at any time or times from one setting-up of type without substantial change, including copies printed from stereotype, electrotype [we must now add 'computer scanning'] or similar plates made from that setting of type."
Impression: "The whole number of copies of that edition printed at one time, i.e., without the type or plates being removed from the press." A particular conundrum was posed by the discovery that the stated third impression of the Colonial Malakand Field Force (pressed November 1898) carried the same extensive textual corrections of the Silver Library Edition (pressed at the same time-indeed both these books used the same sheets). How then to classify the third Colonial? It is clearly not a new impression. Our solution was to make it part of a new entry, not cited by Woods, the "Second Edition," along with the Silver Library Edition.
State: "When alterations, corrections, additions or excisions are effected in a book during the process of manufacture, so that copies exhibiting variations go on sale on publication day indiscriminately, these variant copies are conveniently classified as belonging to different states of the edition." Example: the two states of the first English My Early Life.
Issue: "An exception [to the above] is the regular use of issue for variant title pages, usually in respect of the publisher's imprint...[also] when similar variations can be clearly shown to have originated in some action taken after the book was published, two [or more] issues are distinguished." Example: the two issues of The People's Rights, one with an index and appendix, the other with two appendices and no index.
We occasionally sidestep Carter's strict definitions for clarity. With Savrola, for example, Woods states that the first English "edition" was produced from a set of electroplates made up in Boston, a duplicate set to the First American Edition. The English "edition" might therefore be called an "issue," but we do not do so because no one else does, including Woods, and because this book is quite distinct in appearance.
Offprints: Carter defines this as "a separate printing of a section of a larger publication," which is not exactly how modern publishers use it. To us an offprint is a reprint, sometimes reduced but sometimes same-size, of all the pages of an earlier printing (for example the five Canadian offprints of American war speech volumes from The Unrelenting Struggle through Victory. In earlier years offprinting was accomplished by using plates from the original (like the Canadian issue of My African Journey) or by reproducing the type on negatives (like the Australian issue of Secret Session Speeches) In the latter case, the offprint usually exhibits heavy looking type, not as finely printed as the original. Offprints are not usually considered separate editions, but a contretemps arises with modern reprints of long out-of-print works made by photo-reproduction.
Proof copies: From The World Crisis on, proof copies bound in paper wrappers are occasionally encountered. This is a task best left to the bibliographer, except to say that in general they tend to lack illustrations, maps and plans that appear in the published volumes. Although not widely collected, proofs do usually command high prices when they are offered for sale.
Dust Jackets = Dust Wrappers: We generally use the term "dust jacket" to refer to what English bibliophiles usually call a "dust wrapper." The two terms are interchangeable, though words that describe the parts of the dust jacket, aside from "spine," are common to both countries. These are as follows: Flap: The parts of the jacket that fold in around the edge of the boards, front and rear. Face: The front or back panel of the jacket that you see with the book lying flat in front of you.
